
 

 

Warsaw, 3 March 2020 

Thanks to the support of STS, AVEZ Esport will compete in the Flashpoint 

qualifier 

STS, the largest bookmaker in Poland, which also operates in several European markets, 

established cooperation with AVEZ Esport – the only Polish CS:GO team to make the 

Flashpoint qualifier. The bookmaker became the main partner of the trip to Los Angeles 

where the "octopuses" will represent Poland at an international level in a significant 

tournament. 

"In the area of gaming, STS is constantly increasing the scale of its operations and meets the 

expectations of players. We are actively involved in supporting promising Polish players, both 

individual players and teams as well as esports organisations. We also sponsor important 

events and tournaments for the Polish esport scene. That is why we decided to support AVEZ 

Esport by becoming the main partner of their trip to Los Angeles where they will play in the 

Flashpoint qualifier" – Mateusz Juroszek, CEO of STS. 

AVEZ Esport were the only Polish team to pass the Flashpoint open qualifier playoffs without 

losing a single game and thus advanced to the closed qualifier stage which will take place in 

Los Angeles.  In the competitions scheduled for 3-5 March, AVEZ will compete against Chaos 

Esports Club, SKADE, Orgless and Redemption POA. The teams are competing for the prize 

pool of 64 thousand dollars and two places in the league competitions, where there will be a 

million dollars to win.  

"Esports entered the top ten of the most frequent bets made by our gamblers, and they are 

still growing in popularity. Therefore, we are investing in building even greater recognition 

among the fans of esports – we are constantly developing our offer, meeting the expectations 

of players and supporting the domestic esport scene with further developments and 

professionalisation which is proven by the cooperation established with AVEZ Esport” – 

Mateusz Juroszek, CEO of STS. 

The bookmaker actively engages in supporting Polish sport, being the largest private entity of 

the domestic sponsorship market. STS is also involved in supporting esports. STS supports 

Paweł ‘innocent’ Mocek, a CS:GO player who competes in international events. The 

agreement between STS and Mocek was the first time in Europe that a bookmaker supported 

an individual pro Counter-Strike gamer. The leading Polish bookmaker has also decided to 

provide support for Damian 'Nervarien' Ziaja, one of the most popular gaming influencers in 

the Polish world of League of Legends. The agreement signed with him was the first case of a 

bookmaker becoming involved in promotional activities directed towards the League of 

Legends community in Poland. 



 

 

More information can be found at www.sts.pl 

http://www.sts.pl/

